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Graphic 1. NICACLINIC Summary of attentions – January to March 2020
Service/Program
Type of attention
Number of People Benefited
General medicine
1,453
Pediatrics
125
Nurse attentions
1,389
Diabetes Club Program
268
Medical Attention
Ultrasound
61
Laboratory
231
Pharmacy
3,892
Urgent attentions
76
Emergency attentions
32
Home fumigations
112
Prevention
Education and prevention talks
703
and Education in
Deworming medications
692
Health
Indirect beneficiaries
2,812
Specialty and general medicine
575
Health Fair
Preventive health talks
254
People who came to the fair
829
Graphic 2. NICACLINIC Number of people who received medications donated by LDS
Charities – December 2019 – March 2020
Month/ year
Number of People Benefited
December 2019
14
January 2020 (health fair, deworming campaign)
557
February 2020
106
March 2020
31
Covid-19 Community outreach
128
(April 24, 2020)
Total
836
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We delivered school supplies and school uniforms to 44 children of our Padrino
Program.



We currently have 36 Padrinos/Madrinas in our program.



We offered nutritional control to each child, including blood, urine and feces tests.
Also, as a complementary form of nutritional control, vitamins and de-wormers were
delivered to each child and their families.



Monthly support continues to be provided to 11 kids who have finished High School
and are pursuing professional and technical careers.



Some children in the program received visits from their sponsors thanks to our 2020
Wellness Weekend event.



We continue to support special cases with means of transportation, special medicine
and consultations with specialists in different hospitals in Managua.



An agreement was established and consolidated with the Fabretto Foundation that will
allow 3 young people from our Padrino Program to receive a full scholarship on a
monthly basis.



Educational and preventive talks were offered to all the children of this program and
their families regarding COVID-19 with the aim of avoiding spread and safeguarding
lives.



We also delivered hygiene kits and clothing to 22 children.
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So far this year, we’ve delivered 238 packages of food!



Isabel Currey, a longtime supporter of our Clinic, donated 51 packages in January
and 60 packages in March.



Thanks to the constant support received from Isabel Currey and the Santa Surf team,
we continue to expand the list of beneficiaries. We currently have 51 families in our
Nutrition Program.



We are also working on a partnership with Fabretto Foundation to deliver Mannapacks
on a monthly basis - this will be of great benefit to the families as it will complement
what is already being delivered to them.



At the end of January, ANF donated rice and beans which were distributed in March to
all the families in the program.
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In January, 3 international volunteers with nursing background supported our Clinic
team for a week.



We currently continue to promote international volunteering which has been drastically
affected by the socio-political crisis that started in 2018 – and also currently by the
COVID-19 pandemic.



The activities of the local working groups (local volunteers) were carried out normally
in the months of January and February; however, in the third week of March, the
activities were suspended until further notice as a preventive measure for COVID-19.



Also in January, we received the support of 66 local volunteers during our Annual
Health Fair!
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Weekly delivery of free water bottles to 8 schools and 3 public health posts
continues. Communities such as Ojochal, Settlement, Limon 1, Limon 2, Las Salinas,
Las Mercedes, El Higueral, and San Ignacio receive support through these public
places.



Our partnership with Fabretto Foundation will also include providing support to our
Clean Water Initiative.



Families living in the communities surrounding the Clinic continue to be supported with
an efficient and quality service - currently 50 families consume our treated water at a
symbolic cost.



Maintenance of the production, filling and packaging areas has been performed. In the
third week of March, filter changes were made to the plant, and we currently provide
clean water in optimal consumption conditions.
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Since 2016 until now, we have created 102 organic community gardens!



We continue monitoring the community lands where classes on bio-intensive gardens
will be held this year.



25 organic gardens were overseen and assessed to continue improving.



In addition, site visits and meetings were held with families who will join us in a new
cycle of organic gardens creation supported by Tierra de Hombres Italia.
o We have completed the inscriptions to the new 2020 family gardens cycle with
participants from four different communities.

